High-quality silicon on silicon nitride integrated optical platform with an octave-spanning adiabatic interlayer coupler.
Hybrid nanophotonic platforms based on three-dimensional integration of different photonic materials are emerging as promising ecosystems for the optoelectronic device fabrication. In order to benefit from key features of both silicon (Si) and silicon nitride (SiN) on a single chip, we have developed a wafer-scale hybrid photonic platform based on the integration of a thin crystalline Si layer on top of a thin SiN layer with an ultra-thin oxide buffer layer. A complete optical path in the hybrid platform is demonstrated by coupling light back and forth between nanophotonic devices in Si and SiN layers. Using an adiabatic tapered coupling method, a record-low interlayer coupling-loss of 0.02 dB is achieved at 1550 nm telecommunication wavelength window. We also demonstrate high-Q resonators on the hybrid material platform with intrinsic Q's as high as 3 × 10(6) for a 60 μm-radius microring resonator, which is (to the best of our knowledge) the highest Q observed for a micro-resonator on a hybrid Si/SiN platform.